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I. Intro

-Thanks very much, John, and thanks also to Roy and Sarah and
the Group of 78, for organizing this session and creating an
opportunity for us to collectively focus on prospects for and
efforts towards ending this costly, high risk war.

-I’m grateful for the invitation to introduce our session
(although, given the topic, trepidation is perhaps the more
prominent feeling):
-so my thanks do come with a caveat: namely, I didn’t accept
this assignment out of any sense that I possess expertise on
Ukraine or special insight into the issues before us:
-I do share with many of you a commitment to peacebuilding
and have a long-term interest in how wars start and end; and
-I can add that my personal interest is heightened by the fact
that in the mid-1920s both of my parents fled the region just
south of Zoporisia (from villages near what is now Molochansk)
as refugees, coming to Canada as part of a significant migration.
-It is a family history that helps pique my interest, but
unfortunately does not come with any special insights.

-The collective trauma 0f this war – the deaths and many more
injuries, the extraordinary physical destruction, the material and
psychological/cultural/political costs, and the threats of
escalation, including to nuclear use – all of these horrors
properly trigger in us an alarm that says – for this madness to
end, talks must begin.
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-But we also face the reality that the conclusion we draw from
our alarm is not reflective of the prevailing mood:
-for many, the greater fear is that a ceasefire could come too
soon:
-Gwynne Dyer, a war analyst of unusual insight, well-known to
us all, recently noted that the risk of an early Russia-declared
ceasefire has subsided in the face of dramatic Ukrainian gains on
the battlefield,
-A unilateral Russian ceasefire, he pointed out, would have put
enormous pressure on Ukraine to enter into negotiations at a
deep disadvantage, reduced to salvaging what it could while
Russia remained in control of significant Ukrainian territoryi
(whether annexed or not, the territory under each party’s
military control at the time of a ceasefire promises to be hugely
consequential – which also helps to explain Putin’s offer of talks
immediately following his annexation declarations).

-So, there is a prominent public mood that figures Ukraine’s
struggles against the invader are likely to be more effective on
the battlefield than at the negotiating table.

-The prevailing posture in our part of the world (the West) is
oriented toward solidarity with Ukraine, including of course the
shipment of major arms into the theatre of conflict.
-and the enthusiasm for arms shipments is not simply a rightwing sentiment.
-Analysis from the venerable Peace Research Institute Oslo
(PRIO) argues, supported by post-Cold War experience, that
imperial powers that attack smaller powers don’t ultimately
prevail (Vietnam, Afghanistan, Iraq). PRIO thus assumes that
Russia’s attack will be resisted, come what may, and concludes
that the best way to shorten the war is to increase arms supplies
to Ukraine, and thus to hasten the inevitable Russian retreat.ii
-what’s left out in that analysis is the ugly fact that such wars
don’t produce a winner, only devastating exhaustion, with mopup operations then left to the humanitarians and the diplomats,
searching for remnants of peace in the wasteland that war leaves
in its wake.
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-to his credit, Turkey’s Erdogan conveyed that simple truth to
the UN in his Sept 2022 address
-“the war,” he said, “will never have a triumph,”
-he also added that a fair peace process would “not have a
loser.”iii
-the latter claim is an article of faith, but it too is essentially true,
even if not literally so.
-for even fair peace processes entail difficult compromises, and
painful losses are endured
-but if a process is fair, the tough choices are freely made by the
parties, even though they may well come to feel they have no
good choices.

II. Ending the War:

-Ceasefire proposals aren’t currently of much interest to the
parties to the conflict, but there are still regular calls to end the
fighting, especially by civil society groups (a recent Quincy
Institute poll even suggests that 57% of US voters would support
the pursuit of negotiations to end the war).

-Ceasefire calls keep coming and they typically involve three
basic components:
-measure toward demilitarizing the conflict;
-proposals to address governance challenges at the root of the
discord in eastern Ukraine; and
-ideas for addressing Ukraine’s unique position on the strategic
fault line between Russia and the West.

-there are some important exceptions to this pattern:
-China’s welcome call for a ceasefire following Putin’s
announced mobilization is significant, but it includes no details
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and simply calls “on the parties concerned to achieve a cease-fire
and an end to the war through dialogue and negotiation,
…tak[ing] into account the legitimate security concerns of all
parties….”
-similarly, the comment from Indian Prime Minister Modi in the
same context simply told Mr. Putin this is not the time for war.

1. So hear is a brief sampling of proposals that do include details,
and typically they include basic demilitarization ideas:
-the current proposal being circulated on behalf of Richard Falk
calls for a ceasefire to be accompanied by the phased withdrawal
of Russian forces, and, notably, an end to the provision of lethal
military aid to Ukraine.

-the ceasefire at the centre the Minsk proposals included
provision for international monitoring (some of which took
place), as well as demilitarization measures such as the
withdrawal of foreign forces and a pullback of heavy weapons
from the frontlines.

-the Ceasefire blog recently referred to Michael Klare’s analysis,
which sees a ceasefire accompanied by the return of Russian
forces to pre-invasion positions;
-in addition it calls for gradual demilitarization of the Donbas
region, guided by international peacekeepers.

2. the second main element of such proposals typically addresses
Ukraine Governance issues:
-The Falk proposal is vague and simply refers to “jurisdictional
issues,” notably for Crimea and the Donbas region, and the need
to “heal regional, ethnic, and religious animosities.”

-Key Minsk provisions include
-the restoration of Ukraine’s international boundary with Russia
(sovereignty and territorial integrity), as well as
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-the promise of Ukrainian federalization, and constitutional
reform toward decentralization (specifically regarding some
form of autonomy or self- government for Donetsk and
Luhansk).

-The Klare proposal similarly calls for referendums in relevant
regions of Ukraine to determine their preferred political status.

-Michael O’Hanlon of the Brookings Institution calls for
internationally supervised referendums after a cooling off period
on the status of relevant regions, with the promise of future
negotiations on the return of other captured territory.
-O’Hanlon acknowledges the disadvantages of a ceasefire and
negotiations when territory is occupied, but concludes they must
still be pursued because the prospect of indefinite war is simply
too “terrible” a prospect.iv

-These Governance issues are key to the long-term stability of
Ukraine on two levels:
-First, even if all Russian troops vacated Crimea, the Donbas,
and the other occupied regions, the issue of the ultimate status
and governance of those regions would still be a problem to
solve. Future stability would still depend on the people of those
regions having a genuine choice, and on Kyiv managing a
national government that is respected and has the confidence of
the regions – a sense that their interests would be served if they
cast their lot with Ukraine.
-The second way in which national governance is key is for
defence – protection against foreign intervention/interference:
-states that build a national consensus and national institutions
that are supported and trusted across the entire population are
much less vulnerable to interference and ultimately to attack.
-in the absence of a national consensus, mistrust leads to unrest
– which in turn invites intervention (Afghanistan, Iraq, Ukraine,
Libya, Serbia, and so on).
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3. Attention to strategic stability is the third key element in most
ceasefire proposals:
-of course, strategic stability questions have long been a
prominent feature of the Ukraine conflict, with neutrality a
widely proposed solution:
-the Falk letter thus proposes neutrality for Ukraine;
-the Minsk process was built on the assumption that if the
interests of the constituencies more oriented to links to Russia
would be better taken into account in an effectively governed
Ukraine, the result would be genuine accommodation expressed
through non-alignment.
-the Klare paper responds to the strategic stability element by
proposing the familiar Ukrainian pledge to stay out of NATO.

Tatiana Stanovaya, a scholar with the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace,v makes a strong case that regional stability
and a peaceful Ukraine depend substantially on Western and
Ukrainian respect for Russian security interests:
-she argues, as have many others, that the West has been
ignoring Russian geopolitical concerns for 30 years.
-that if Russian concerns are chronically ignored, it will continue
to have both the means and willingness to exact a price.

-Solidarity with Ukraine can reinforce an unrealistic expectation
that the security concerns of Russia can be ignored by Ukraine
with impunity. US Secretary of State Antony Blinken has spoken
regularly of “the sovereign right of the Ukrainian people to write
their own futurevi – a legitimate principle, but writing a national
future can’t ignore the dynamics of the neighborhood in which
that is to happen. Geographic, political, and strategic contexts
have a way of imposing limits on national options.
-Canada, for example, must certainly have due regard for how its
powerful neighbor might react to Canadian security policy
(“defence against help”).
-Ukraine is no less in the shadow of a powerful neighbor, and
even after the present war ends, Ukraine will still have to take
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into account the interests and preferences of its powerful, not to
mention paranoic, neighbor.

-That obviously can’t mean that Canadian security policy simply
gets written in Washington or that Ukraine simply acquiesces to
the dictates of Moscow. It does, however, mean that in both
cases the key to recognizing the security interests of a powerful
neighbor while still charting a reasonably independent path is
intensified diplomacy in pursuit of mutually acceptable security
arrangements.

-So, in short, credible ceasefire proposals must point to
mechanisms designed to move toward demilitarizing the
conflict, give attention to effective domestic governance related
to internal discord, and offer measures to restore east-west
relations that acknowledge mutual security interests in support
of strategic stability.

-But the mechanism that is missing is the one that will actually
get us to a ceasefire in the first place.

-Here we run up against a prevailing mood that is currently very
wary of both a ceasefire and peace talks.

III. Fear of the negotiating table:

-While there were prominent high-profile ceasefire overtures
immediately before and after the February 24 invasion,vii by
mid-summer communication between the two sides was
“practically non-existent,” with mutual charges that there was
“no desire to discus anything in earnest.”

Ukraine
-Ukraine has explored peace initiatives:
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-Indeed, there have been persistent claims that its early peace
overtures were deliberately quashed by Western interests.viii

-past proposals have emphasized
-security guarantees
-non-alignment
-future negotiations on the status of Crimea
-more immediate governance measures related to Donetsk and
Luhansk regions.

-But by Mr. Zelensky’s September 21 speech to the UN such
ideas had been rejected in favor of a “five-point peace formula”
that was a set of maximalist conditions:
-punishment (including sanctions, a special tribunal on war
crimes, reparations);
-protection of life (defence, requirements for weapons and
financial support);
-restored security and territorial integrity (now including
Crimeaix);
-security guarantees (that rejected neutrality); and
-a determination to keep fighting.

-the analyst Anatol Lieven points out that Ukraine’s negotiating
capacity is constrained by its understandable anger at “the
Russian invasion and Russian atrocities; by pressure from
Ukrainian hardliners, especially in the military; and,
increasingly, by the government’s own rhetoric, which is
committing Ukraine to goals (like the recovery of Crimea) that
could only be achieved by total military victory over Russia.”x

-of course, there is a sense in which Zelensky is not asking for
anything beyond the normal rights of a sovereign nation, but
most observers (including Lieven) continue to assume that when
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a ceasefire finally comes, it is likely that Russia still occupy parts
of Ukraine,xi
-that means the key challenge is ensure that a ceasefire is not a
de facto acquiescence to territorial conquest.
-a ceasefire that freezes the conflict in order to stop the
destruction and pave the way for talks, must come without any
implied territorial concessions, and with an international
commitment to relentlessly pursue the return of territory (or of
negotiated change that Ukrainians endorse).

Russia
-Russia also has obviously opted for maximalist demands,
-in his Sept 21 speech, Mr. Putin (without any apparent trace of
irony) vowed to fight for the “territorial integrity of Russia,” in
which he now of course includes the four claimed regions of
southeast Ukraine, as well as Crimea. He famously promised
Russia would “use all the means at [its] disposal,” assuring that
he was not bluffing.

-While Putin has tried out various rationales for his attack on
Ukraine (e.g., protecting the “spiritual centre of the Holy Rus,”
or that Ukraine is not a real country), but the real objectives are
likely to be more familiar:
-like seeking a reliable buffer zone between Russia and NATO,
and
-preventing Ukraine from being a spearhead for anti-Russian
influences.

IV. The Mechanism

-Those maximalist demands are what ceasefire proposals are
now up against.
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-The prevailing view in the West has been that negotiations are
up to Ukraine, but that is not a credible position for a collective
West that is obviously not a passive bystander, but is in fact a
major contributor to the fighting, and that with the rest of the
world faces the grave dangers of continuing and escalating war.

-With activist engagement in and support for the war (that
includes Canada), come political and moral obligations to try to
limit the devastation and sue for peace:

But how?

-the Mexican President Andrés Manuel López Obrador recently
had an interesting/relevant idea – that “a commission for
dialogue and peace be formed” and led by UN Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres, Pope Francis, and Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.
-not all find Obrador an influential or persuasive intervenor, but
the idea is compelling because progress towards negotiations
really depends on there being an effective and continuously
operating negotiating forum
-one that stays actively engaged with representatives of the
parties (at whatever level of representation they are prepared to
send at any given time),
-that regularly tests the parties’ openness to negotiations and
particular formulas, and that
-continuously develops and explores settlement options.

-Such a forum could, among its activities, maintain an inventory
of credible negotiating ideas and proposals available to the
parties.

-So I leave that as my final point:
-Part of our discussion might usefully focus on proposing to the
Government of Canada that its support for a just outcome and an early
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end to the devastation should include expending at least some material
and political capital in support of a Ukraine ceasefire/peace platform to promote early attention to the negotiations that will in the end be
absolutely essential for ending the current crisis.
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